Appendix 2

Mingxing Personnel

This list includes the Mingxing managers, screenwriters, directors, and publicists and information about their posts and the time periods when they worked for Mingxing. People who are labeled in standard histories as Butterflies, Left-wingers or Right-wingers are marked with BF, LW, or RW. People who did not work for Mingxing but provided screenplays or novels for film adaptation are marked with *. Sources for the compilation of this list include “A full list of Mingxing screenwriters” (“Mingxing liren bianju timinglu” 明星歷任編劇題名錄) and “A full list of Mingxing directors” (“Mingxing liren daoyan minglu” 明星歷任導演名錄) published in Mingxing banyuekan (7.1, 16 Oct. 1936), as well as other miscellaneous materials.

A Ying 阿英 (1900–1977, Qian Defu 錢德富, Qian Xingcun 錢杏邨, Qian Qianwu 錢謙吾, Zhang Fengwu 張鳳吾), LW (Leftist League member, CCP member1)
   script consultant (bianju guwen 編劇顧問), screenwriter, May 1932–October 1934

Ai Xia 艾霞 (?–1935)
   actress, screenwriter, 1932–1935

Bao Tianxiao 包天笑 (1876–1973), BF
   chief editor (bianji zhuren 編輯主任), screenwriter, 1925–1927

Bu Wancang 卜萬蒼 (1903–1974)
   director, screenwriter, 1926–1928

Chen Kengran 陳鏗然 (1906–1958)
   director, screenwriter, 1933–1934

* Chen Lengxue 陳冷血 (Chen Jinghan 陳景韓), BF
   author of Baiyun ta

Cheng Bugao 程步高 (1894–1966)
   director, screenwriter, 1928–1938

1 The identification of particular person’s affiliation with the Leftist League, the Drama League and the CCP is based on “Zhongguo zuoyi xijujia lianmeng mengyuan mingdan 中國左翼戲劇家聯盟盟員名單” (in Wenhua bu dangshi ziliao zhengji gongzuo weiyuanhui, ed., Zhongguo zuoyi xijujia lianmeng shiliao ji, 446–53), ZDFZS, Yao Xin, ed., Zuolian cidian.
* Cheng Xiaoqing 程小青 (1893–1976), BF
  screenwriter of Chuangshang renying (1931), Cinu (1932), Guohun de fuhuo (1932), and Ke’ai de choudi (1932)

Fan Yanqiao 范煙橋 (1894–1967), BF
  publicist, 1935–1937

Hong Shen 洪深 (1894–1955), LW (Leftist League and Drama League members)
  director, screenwriter, 1925–1937

Huang Tianshi 黃天始, RW
  script committee member, October 1935–?

Ke Ling 柯靈 (1909–2000), LW (Drama League member)
  head of the publicity division (xuanchuan ke 宣傳科), chief editor of Mingxing banyuekan, 1932–February 1936, July 1936–February 1937

* Li Hanqiu 李涵秋 (1873–1923), BF
  author of Xiafeng qiyuan

Li Pingqian 李萍倩 (1902–1984)
  director, screenwriter, 1932–1937

Liu Na'ou 劉呐鷗 (1905–1940), RW
  script committee member, screenwriter, October 1935–June 1936

Ouyang Yuqian 歐陽予倩 (1889–1962), LW (Drama League member)
  head of the script committee, screenwriter, director, October 1935–1937

Ren Jinping 任矜萍 (1896–?)
  founding member, manager, director, 1922–1926

Shen Xiling 沈西苓 (1904–1940), LW (Drama League member, CCP member)
  director, screenwriter, 1932–1935, July 1936–1937

Song Chiping 宋発萍 (?–1931 or 1932, Song Chanhong 宋懺紅), BF
  publicist, 1925–1929

Tang Na 唐納 (1914–1988), LW (Drama League member)
  script committee member, October 1935–?